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Falling Incomes and Widening 

Regional Inequality



Secular Stagnation, Covid and 

the Cost of Living Crisis



Advanced economies already 

polarizing prior to current crises  



Long term policy problem:

regional/local inequality…

‘31 years after German unification, the per capita GDP of the North East of our country, Yorkshire, the 

East Midlands, Wales and Northern Ireland is now lower than in what was formerly East Germany…’



Places ‘left behind’ decline 

over many electoral cycles



The Revenge of Places that 

Don’t Matter?



Greater 

Manchester 

divided: 7 ‘Leave’

3 ‘Remain’

Brexit: Divided country 

‘economically and politically?’



What then is the policy 

response to the rustbelt(s)?

• US economist/ Bien adviser Jared Bernstein: 'The 'Rust Belt 

demands an answer -- but does anyone know what it is?’

• 'Imaginative work on the future policy landscape is sorely 

needed which combine sustaining demand in struggling 

economies with new thinking about the types of combined 

interventions needed to provide them with at least a chance 

of longer-term renewal.’ Gavin Kelly, Resolution Foundation

• ‘Industrial Strategy should not seek to do everything 

everywhere but it should seek to do something for 

everywhere.’  UK Industrial Strategy Commission 2017



Levelling Up & the ‘Six Capitals’

• Financial

• Physical

• Human

• Intangible

• Social

• Institutional



The importance of institutions 

– Universities, Skills and R&D



The Ruhrgebeit: long term 

strategy and stable policy framework



Social Capital - importance of 

social fabric and local identity

• Networks, trust – ties that bind together

• Social fabric - places and services

• Anchor institutions: public, private, voluntary

• Chambers of Commerce and business 

organisations

• Institutions & activities that build civic pride 

and local identity

• Bonding and Bridging…



Local Multiplier Effect*

Businesses and services 
buying and trading locally

Local Multiplier 
Effect driving up 
social capital 
and economy

Attracting 
money, wages 
and investment 
into locality, but 
increasing local 
earnings and 
spending

Building social capital –
networks, volunteering, 
community activities, 
culture

Utilising ‘anchor 
institutions’ – civic assets 
including universities, 
large public 
employers/facilities to 
provide focus, capacity 
and impact

Replacing 
‘imports’ with 
local products – and 
externally delivered 
services with locally 
designed activity

‘Locking in’ knowledge, finance, income, resilience, 

enterprise...

User led, co-
produced or locally 
owned services, local 
jobs

Increasing knowledge, 
skills and leadership  
held in and available 
to community

*Adapted from NEF 

Promoting and 
supporting innovation 
(and economic 
activity/growth) in 
business and in public 
services



Universal Basic Infrastructure?

• Properly funded and empowered local 

government

• Minimum standards for public services 

(health, education, police/emergency etc)

• Connectivity – affordable transport 

services and connections, broadband 

access

• Locally led institutional and identity/civic 

pride strategies

• A platform or foundation of 

services/activity on which wealth and a 

local economy van be built or rebuilt…



The importance of networks 

and shared practice

This initiative is a partnership of the Chicago 

Council on Global Affairs, Georgetown 

University’s BMW Center for German and 

European Studies, the Michigan Economic 

Center, Policy@Manchester at the University 

of Manchester, the Ruhr-Konferenz, the 

Consulate General of the Federal Republic of 

Germany in Chicago, and the Directorate-

General for Regional and Urban Policy of the 

European Commission.

https://www.thechicagocouncil.org/research/cent

er-global-cities/research/transforming-industrial-

regions-initiative

https://www.thechicagocouncil.org/research/center-global-cities/research/transforming-industrial-regions-initiative

